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The South African Space
Association was officially
launched on the 6th October
2009. In that time
memberships have grown and
we hosted our first annual
SASA Congress in Cape Town
on the 7th October 2010, in
addition to outreach and
awareness activities for World
Space Week 2010. This year
holds new exciting
developments, the first of
which is the launch of our
quarterly newsletter…e
Space. We thank you for your
support to date and hope that
you find the newsletter
enjoyable and that it becomes
a useful resource to you.

Overview

The South African Space
Association provides a forum for
space professionals to interact
and exchange ideas. This is a
membership-based professional
association which will seek
accreditation with the South
African Council for Natural
Scientific Professions (SACNASP).
As with other professional
associations, various grades of
membership have been
established, with the highest
grades limited to those
individuals who have made
leading contributions to the
development of the space arena
in South Africa.

Functions of the Space
Association

• To act as a source of 
specialist information and
advice to government and to
the public on space-
related issues. 

• To serve as a forum for
information exchange among
space professionals in 
South Africa. 

• To link with similar national
and international associations. 

• To build capacity in the
scientific, technical, legal,
policy and public education
aspects of the South African
space arena. 

• To provide networking
opportunities for students as
well as young and established
space professionals.

• To provide a forum where
space professionals and
companies can pursue
employment and recruitment
possibilities. 

• To provide study and
vocational training
opportunities in a wide
range of disciplines
supporting the space arena 
in SA. 

• Promote public awareness of
the importance of space
science & technology.

Introduction to SASA 

South African
Space Association
Mission Statement 
The leading platform for industry,

academia and civil society to

engage in the South African

space arena incorporating

education, research, space

awareness, policy, science and

technology issues.
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The South African Council for Space
Affairs is established in terms of
the Space Affairs Act (Act 84 of 1993)
to oversee space-related
activities of South Africa. 

The Council is mandated to take care of

the country's space-related interests and

to ensure compliance with international

agreements, conventions and treaties

ratified by South Africa. In terms of

international law, states are responsible

for supervising the space activities of their

nationals and companies. 

Council Chairman, Dr Martinez,

explained "The Council falls under the

Department of Trade and Industry and is

complimentary to the South African

National Space Agency (SANSA) of the

Department of Science and Technology.

The Council will address policy, industrial

development, legal and regulatory

aspects of space activities. The space

agency, which falls under the

Department of Science and Technology,

will implement programmes. 

SACSA will be chaired by Dr Peter

Martinez of the National Research

Foundation's South African Astronomical

Observatory. Nomfuneko Majaja of

the Department of Trade and Industry

was appointed its vice-chair. The body

will advise Davies on all space and 

space-related activities in the country, as

well as implement South Africa's National

Space Policy through the creation of a

supportive regulatory and international

business environment for the South

African industry.

SACSA's mandate will include legal,

policy, scientific, technical and advocacy

matters relating to space activities. South

Africa is one of a small number of

countries that has adopted national

space legislation governing space

activities. Although the basic legal

framework is in place, some gaps remain.

One of these gaps is in the area of

regulating and supporting commercial

space activities.

The Council began its term with a series

of visits to all the space-related entities in

the country in late 2010. It is finalising its

strategic plan for the next three years,

beginning with the new financial year

that starts in April 2011. Among its

immediate plans, the Council will review

the current Space Affairs Act to address

the evolution in the local and global

space arena since the Act was passed

in 1993, and also to develop the licensing

framework for space activities.

The other members of the council are

Kim Victor Gorringe, an aviation

law expert; Advocate Phetole Patrick

Sekhula, an advocate of the High

Court; Dr Sandile Malinga CEO of the

South African National Space

Agency; Pontsho Maruping, an space

expert; Valerie Matlou from the

Department of International Relations

and Cooperation; and Andiswa

Mlisa, who is a director of Earth Sciences

consultancy Umvoto; Wabile

Motswasele from the Council for

Scientific and Industrial Research; Dr

Valanathan Munsami from the

Department of Science and Technology;

Ron Olivier, SunSpace's business

development director; Linden Petzer from

the Department of Communications;

Hennie Rheeder from the Information

Systems, Electronics and

Telecommunications Technologies Sector

Education and Training Authority; 

Jo-Ansie Van Wyk from the University

of South Africa and Themba Tenza from

the Department of Transport. 

More information is available on the

Council's website at

www.sacsa.gov.za

Minister of Trade and Industry appoints
South African council for Space Affairs 
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Latest Statistics on SumbandilaSat

since launch (17/09/2009):

• Number of successful images 

taken: 1264

• Number of usable images: 660 

(Class A+, A and B)

• Average image attempts per day: 

4.52 (up from 4.2 @ end-Nov ’10)

• Image data downloaded: 

587 GByte

• Orbits completed: 7,979

• Satellite age: 1 year, 159 days

The Satellite is performing well to date.

All physical operations are now running

smoothly at the Satellite Application

Center (SAC, CSIR), with SunSpace

engineers providing the long-term

technical mission support.

SumbandilaSat
sumbandilamission.blogspot.com

S.A. Space Updates 

If you would like to contribute to the next eSpace newsletter due for release

in May 2011. Please email newsletter@spacesa.org or visit www.spacesa.org
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In January 2011 the PDSR programme
has been established to provide
F’SATI graduates employment in the
field of satellite engineering, while
the SA job market has yet to develop
to a point where it will provide
sufficient opportunity in this field. 

While allowing them to continue the

work they did while studying, F’SATI can

retain the skills of these young engineers,

into whom two years of training have

been invested. Additionally, it provides a

longer overlapping period between

senior and junior students working on

the same / similar projects as to allow a

prolonged opportunity for knowledge

transfer. Ultimately, these skills are

retained within the country, where it may

otherwise have been lost as the new

graduates would be forced into a job

discipline unrelated to their field of study.

Following a proposal to DST, funds were

awarded to employ eleven of the most

recent graduates as Engineers-In-Training

for a period of one year. They will

continue to develop their thesis project

prototypes into flight-ready hardware for

F’SATI’s two space missions.

CubeSat missions

Two CubeSat missions are being

developed as part of the student training

programme.

3U CubeSat

A three unit CubeSat with a mass of less

than 4 kg is being developed by the

students. A major milestone for this

project set for October 2011 is the

delivery of an integrated prototype

satellite. The satellite will carry a 5

megapixel matrix camera for earth

observation and an advanced ADCS

system developed by the University of

Stellenbosch.

1U CubeSat

A one unit CubeSat with a mass of 1 kg

is being developed in addition to the

above. As the 3U CubeSat project was

defined with relatively long-term

schedule as a vehicle to accommodate

student projects, it was soon realised that

most students spending 2 years in the

Programme will never see it fly. The 1U

CubeSat project was begun to give all

current students in the programme the

opportunity to contribute to the

development and integration of a flight

model satellite and to launch it into orbit

within a year. A launch is being planned

for late 2011. The main payload is a

beacon transmitter developed in

collaboration with Hermanus Magnetic

Observatory and will be used to

characterise ionospheric radar antennas

in Antarctica.

Ground station

A satellite tracking ground station is

being constructed on CPUT’s Bellville

campus and will be completed by the

end of February 2011. The ground

station will be used by students to

conduct radio frequency propagation

experiments, track and communicate

with various existing satellites and

eventually commistsion and operate

F’SATI’s satellites once they have been

launched. Twenty F’SATI students have

also recently qualified as radio amateurs

and will be able to use the station for

amateur radio communication and

experimentation.

Professional
Development as Skills
Retention (PDSR)
Programme

S.A. Space Updates 
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The Square Kilometre Array (SKA)

promises to revolutionise science by

answering some of the most

fundamental questions that remain

about the origin, nature and

evolution of the universe. With

about 3 000 receptors linked

together and a total collecting area

of one square kilometre, the SKA

will have 50 times the sensitivity and

10 000 times the survey speed of the

best current-day radio telescopes.

With global investment supporting the

project and astronomers and engineers

around the world already working on its

design, construction on the SKA is

scheduled to start around 2016. The

first astronomical observations are

expected by 2019 and the telescope

should be fully functional by 2024.

From the dark ages to

extraterrestrial intelligence

“There is a strong science case for

building the SKA, but, because there is

so much about the universe that we

simply don’t know yet, the telescope

will most likely be celebrated for

discoveries that we can’t even imagine

now,” explains Dr Bernie Fanaroff,

Director of the SKA South Africa Project.

“South Africa has a ringside seat for

observing the universe, and we are

doing our best to bring this mega

science instrument to this continent.”

By looking back in time approximately

13.7 billion years to the “dark ages” of

the universe, the SKA will be able to

provide detailed pictures of the cosmic

web of neutral gas to unravel how the

very first black holes and stars were

formed. It will track young galaxies to

investigate the increasing rate of

expansion of the universe, thereby

helping to identify the nature of dark

energy. By measuring the radio

emissions of millions of distant galaxies,

the SKA will create three-dimensional

galactic maps, and thereby allow us to

study the nature of cosmic magnets

throughout the universe and reveal their

role in its evolution. It will even be able

to detect extremely weak extra-

terrestrial signals and may pinpoint

other planets capable of supporting life.

Astrobiologists will use the SKA to

search for amino acids, the building

blocks of life, by identifying spectral

lines at specific frequencies. The SKA

will also explore the nature of gravity

and challenge the theory of general

relativity. Pulsars, the collapsed spinning

cores of dead stars, will be monitored to

study gravitational waves and black

holes.

Taking new technologies to

unprecedented levels

In addition to answering fundamental

science questions, the SKA will also

stimulate extraordinary advances in data

processing and storage, high-

performance computing and innovative

industrial manufacturing techniques.

“Astronomy always pushes the

boundaries, because astronomers need

the latest and most sensitive

technologies, and then they typically

advance it even further,” Dr Fanaroff

says. “We expect that the SKA will

collect more data in a week than what

humankind has collected in its entire

history, while the amount of data that

that will flow through the SKA will be

about 250 times more than the total

data traffic currently on the internet.

This will add up to hundreds of terabits

per second and will require

supercomputers working at exaflop

speeds – about a thousand times faster

than today’s most top-of-the-range

supercomputers.”

Producing the thousands of dishes

required for the SKA within the project’s

time scales will also demand an entirely

new way of building highly 

SKA News
MEGA TELESCOPE ON THE AFRICAN

HORIZON

S.A. Space Updates 
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sophisticated and sensitive scientific

instruments, he explains. “We will have

to use industrial methods to produce

and put up several dishes per week –

something that has never been done

before,” Dr Fanaroff says.

The bid to bring the SKA to Africa

South Africa has partnered with eight

more African countries in its bid to bring

the SKA to Africa. Winning this bid will

put Africa on the world stage of science

and will ensure a sustained boost for

expertise and infrastructure

development across the continent. “This

year – 2011 – we have to pull out all the

stops to show the world that Africa is

ready to host the SKA,” Dr Fanaroff

says.

Should the SKA come to Africa, its core

will be located in a radio reserve in the

Northern Cape Province – an area

protected against future radio

interference by the Astronomy

Geographic Advantage Act, Act 21 of

2007. Remote stations – consisting of

about 24 antennae each – will be spread

out at distances of up to 3 000 km from

the core in Namibia, Botswana, Ghana,

Kenya, Madagascar, Mauritius,

Mozambique and Zambia. The African

Union fully supports the continent’s bid

to host the SKA.

Competition for Africa’s SKA ambitions

comes from a collaborative bid between

Australia and New Zealand. An

international site selection committee

must make a final recommendation on

the best site for the SKA towards the

end of 2011. An SKA Council will be

constituted to make and announce the

final decision in 2012.

From KAT-7 to MeerKAT…. to the

SKA

South Africa is currently building the

Karoo Array Telescope, or MeerKAT, a

mid-frequency ‘pathfinder’ or

demonstrator radio telescope, alongside

the proposed SKA core site. Once

completed, the 64-dish MeerKAT will be

the southern hemisphere’s largest radio

telescope and one of the world’s

biggest and most powerful telescopes.

The Australians are also building a

precursor instrument, called ASKAP

(Australian SKA Pathfinder).

The first seven dishes of the local

precursor instrument – known as KAT-7

– were completed by December 2010

and are now being commissioned. It is

the world’s first radio telescope with

dishes made of fibre glass. “We built

KAT-7 as an engineering prototype, but

the world’s scientists see it as a useful

instrument in its own right, and they are

keen to switch it on for doing science as

soon as possible,” Dr Fanaroff explains.

KAT-7 has already delivered images of

the Centaurus A, a galaxy 14-million

light years away. The commissioning of

KAT-7 is led by Dr Debra Shepherd,

currently on secondment to the SKA

South Africa Project from the National

Radio Astronomy Observatory in the

USA.

A new-look MeerKAT

Following an extensive review process,

the design of the MeerKAT’s dishes has

been finalised. It will consist of 64

Gregorian offset dishes, each with an

effective diameter of 13.5 metres. An

offset dish configuration has been

chosen because its unblocked aperture

provides uncompromised optical

performance and sensitivity, excellent

imaging quality, and good rejection of

unwanted radio frequency interference

from satellites and terrestrial

transmitters. The offset optical

configuration also facilitates the

installation of multiple receiver systems

in the primary and secondary focal

areas, and is the reference design for

the mid-band SKA concept.

“The offset dish design not only

produces better science, but is also

much closer to what the SKA dishes are

likely to look like,” Dr Fanaroff adds.

“We want to make sure that we design, 

SKA News (cont.)

S.A. Space Updates 

Image: Nick Van Der Leek
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build and test dishes that are as close as

possible to what the SKA is going to

use, so that South Africa’s industry will

be well placed and thoroughly prepared

to bid for major SKA contracts as soon

as tender opportunities are

announced.”

The next step of the MeerKAT project is

to build a single prototype dish of the

new design on site in the Karoo. This

first dish will be built close to KAT-7 to

allow extensive testing of the

performance of the new design against

the existing array. This work will also

feed into the international SKA Dish

Verification Programme (DVP), an

important component of the

international SKA pre-construction

phase.

The MeerKAT sub-systems also employ a

number of novel technologies that are

in the mainstream of SKA development.

The design process will provide

important deliverables for the SKA

project, as expected from the precursor

instruments

Getting ready for science with

MeerKAT

The MeerKAT will only be operational by

around 2015, but the world’s radio

astronomers are already preparing to

start using this novel radio telescope. In

2009 the SKA South Africa Project

invited the international astronomy

community to submit proposals for

doing science with MeerKAT. Twenty-

one proposals for large survey projects,

involving more than 500 scientists (60 of

them from South Africa), were received.

These proposals were reviewed, refined,

and about 43 000 hours of observing

time (about five years) have been

allocated to ten teams. They will use

MeerKAT to survey the distant universe,

study pulsars and the nature of cosmic

magnetic fields and test Einstein’s

theory of gravity – all topics that are in

line with the science goals of the SKA.

“We are already starting to work with

these teams of top scientists who will

use the MeerKAT by involving them in

the design of the telescope,” says Dr

Fanaroff.

Skills for the future

Developing new skills and expertise is a

key part of the MeerKAT project. “You

can’t develop new expertise without a

cutting edge project to work on,” Dr

Fanaroff believes. “MeerKAT attracts

and excites young scientists and

engineers because it is something

entirely new and extremely ambitious.”

“We’ve never before built an

interferometer combining lots of

extremely sensitive dishes,” he explains.

“MeerKAT is a platform for developing

totally new skills and capabilities in

South Africa and on the continent.” He

points out that the technologies,

techniques and networks that are being

developed for the MeerKAT and SKA

will find worldwide commercial

applications in the next 10 – 20 years.

“The young people working on this

project are destined to become experts

in future technologies that will be in

high demand around the globe.”

Through its human capacity

development programme, the SKA

South Africa Project funds students

across a wide range of study levels,

starting from young artisans, technicians

and undergraduates all the way up to

advanced post-doctoral studies. To date

nearly 300 students have benefited from

SKA South Africa bursaries and

scholarships, including many students

from other African countries. 

The SKA South Africa Project is funded

by South Africa’s Department of Science

and Technology, via the National

Research Foundation.

Images available at

http://www.ska.ac.za/media/visuals.php

SKA News (cont.)

S.A. Space Updates 
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At the start of the Shuttle era, there

were three main stages; Shuttle 

Enterprise was the first, used for 

in-atmosphere testing in 1977, 

followed by Columbia, the very first

mission into space. Next came

Challenger, Discovery, Atlantis and

Endeavor. 

This year will see the last Shuttle flight

ever, 30 years on from the first launch to

space of the unique reusable, winged

spaceships. An iconic era will now come

to a close as the fleet is retired. Shuttles

orbit at up to 400 miles above Earth,

travel at a speed of 17,500 miles per

hour and can carry a load of up to

63,500 pounds. They have also achieved

some pretty spectacular historic

milestones.

Going back in time to April 12, 1981:

Space Shuttle Columbia lifted off from

Kennedy Space Centre to begin the first

shuttle mission, STS-1. The primary

mission objectives were to safely ascend

into orbit, check all the system functions

and to return to Earth for a safe landing. 

Next came Challenger. Arriving at

NASA's Kennedy Space Centre in July

1982 to join NASA's Space Shuttle fleet,

Challenger launched on her maiden

voyage in 1983 and that mission saw

the first spacewalk. Challenger was also

responsible for launching the first

American woman, Sally Ride, into space,

being the first orbiter to launch and land

at night and making the first Shuttle

landing at Kennedy Space Centre. 

Challenger's service to America's space

program ended in tragedy with the loss

of seven astronauts on January 28,

1986.

Discovery, the third of NASA's fleet,

arrived at Kennedy Space Centre in

1983. It was launched on its first mission

in August 1984. One of Discovery’s

most notable milestones includes the

deployment of the Hubble Space

Telescope in 1990.

In April 1985, Atlantis was delivered to

Kennedy Space Centre. It lifted off on its

maiden voyage in October that same

year. Missions included the launch of the

Galileo interplanetary probe and the

Gamma Ray Observatory. Atlantis has

flown 32 missions, 120 million miles in

space and orbited the Earth 4648 times,

with more than 190 crew members in

total.

Endeavour was the sixth of the shuttle

launch era, first arriving at KSC's Shuttle

Facility in May 7, 1991, atop NASA's

new Shuttle Carrier Aircraft (NASA 911).

The newest orbiter began flight

operations in 1992 carrying a cost of

$1.7 billion as well as the average cost

of launching a Shuttle at $450 million.

Now at the end of the Shuttle era we

are left with two flights still scheduled,

one for April 2011 and the final flight in

June 2011. At a very important point in

history, we wave a sad goodbye to the

Shuttle Fleet as they retire this year.

Farewell to 
Shuttle
- Carla Sharpe

Image Credit: NASA

Image Description: Shuttle 
Endeavor, May 1992

International News
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The International Astronautical
Federation and the local
organising committee takes
great pleasure in inviting you to
attend the 62nd International
Astronautical Congress to be
held in Cape Town, South Africa
from 3 - 7 October 2011. The IAC
is attended annually by

thousands of international space
arena participants. 

The venue: 
IAC 2011 will be held is the Cape Town

International Convention Centre (CTICC).

The theme:
African Astronaissance

Call for papers:
Viewed at www.spacesa.org or on the

IAC site http://iac2011.com/call-papers. 

Deadline for abstracts:
2 March 2011.

The International Astronautical

Federation (IAF) is an international 

non-governmental and non-profit

organisation, founded in 1951.

The Federation encourages the

advancement of knowledge about space

and the development and application of

space assets for the benefit of humanity.

It plays an important role in

disseminating information, and in

providing a significant worldwide

network of experts in the development

and utilisation of space.

It remains to this day the only

international federation for the space

community that addresses all aspects of

space - developments, activities,

knowledge, experts and the future.

Members of the IAF include space

agencies, space companies, societies,

associations and institutes. As an

international organisation with exactly

205 member entities, the Federation is

governed by a Constitution.

The IAF is responsible for the annual

International Astronautical Congress

(IAC), alongside other symposia.

Image Credit: NASA

IAC 2011
3-7 October 2011 
Cape Town

International News



SASA’s first Student Chapter is
being established at the
University of Cape Town by SASA
Student Member, Dayne Kemp,
an undergraduate electrical
engineering student.

The UCT Chapter of SASA aims to

promote awareness among the students

about space and space-related activities.

Over the December holidays the

committee launched two high-powered

rockets, and attained a best altitude of

5100 feet. We hope to have a busy year

filled with guest speakers, workshops

and other activities. 

Dayne Kemp is 20 years old and in his

second year of university at UCT. He is

studying Electrical Engineering and

wanting to specialise in control

engineering. (He would be doing

Aerospace Engineering if he had the

option). Dayne went to school at

Rondebosch Boy's High School in Cape

Town, and after matriculating went on a

gap year to the UK.

The SASA Chapter’s main aim is similar

to that of SASA's. They will promote

public awareness at UCT, using rocketry

as a tool for this. The reason he has

chosen rocketry is because it

incorporates so many different

aspects/disciplines of a university (Maths,

Physics, Elec Eng, Mech Eng, Chem Eng

etc.). He is speaking to various

professors to help to get aerospace-

related post-grad thesis topics available

and hopefully show that there is a

growing demand for such topics. Finally,

the SASA Chapter will provide

networking opportunities between

students and other universities.

There are two other members that have

been assisting to get this started, namely

Joanne Hill and Daniel Forde. They are

both second year students. Jo is

studying a BSc in Chemistry and Daniel

is studying Mechatronics. They are

grateful to have received a lot of help

from Joanne's father, Trevor Hill, a UCT

graduate; he has been their main

motivation for this Chapter.

For further info email

uctchapter@spacesa.org

SASA 
UCT Chapter

Student News
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Space History in South Africa has
three phases.

The Age of the Amateurs 1947-1962

During this age, non-profit associations

were the movers & shapers & shakers.

There were rocketeers in Johannesburg,

Durban, and Port Elizabeth. These were

middle-class white space enthusiasts.

Today, the Cape Model Rocket Society

and others are their worthy

descendants.

Next, the International Geophysical Year

1957-58 brought in international

partners.

Project Moonwatch was the 1st formal

link between Astronomers and

Astronautics fans. NASA built Deep

Space Station 51, which in the 1970s it

donated to become HartRao. This today

is also part of the VLBI, and conducts

laser geodesy, such as re-measuring how

our tides push the Moon away by some

two centimetres per year.

The Military Epoch: 
Missiles 1963-1993

Under complete military censorship, the

movers & shakers were the Prime

Minister, later President, and the

Defence Ministry. Institutes set up

included the Rocket Research Institute,

Armscor, and new CSIR units.

This epoch enjoyed the biggest rocketry

budgets ever: In 2011 rand, around five

billion rand was cumulatively spent. 

International partnerships for rocket

technology with France, then Israel,

became more important than before.

The contractors were happy chappies,

but supporters, not shapers.

The Civilian Era: 
Space & Democracy 1994 –

The ANC is proud that it was the world’s

first liberation movement to have a S&T

policy before coming to power. It  set up

our first  S&T Minister & Department.

The then President Thabo Mbeki &

cabinet approved an unprecedented

R53m towards SALT. Later, the President

took the bombshell decision to allocate

SKA R1bn – plus raising our global

credibility by sending through

Parliament the Astronomical

Geographical Advantages Act, 21 of

2007. 

It is interesting to note that international

partners form the majority of the SALT &

SKA research consortiums, due to the

scale of capital investment required. The

Meerkat array became the driver to

increase South Africa’s bandwidth by an

order of magnitude.

Today’s Drivers of Civil Space Policy

First, diplomatic soft power has a halo

effect on national prestige & continental

pride. Second is economic policy: DTI –

capacity building in hi-tech

manufacturing & software: such as out

Aerospace Industry Support Initiative

(AISI), and our Advanced Materials

Technology Strategy. (AMTS)

Second, the DST & the Ministry of

Higher Education support space’s role in

high-level human resource development.

The National Astronomy & Space

Sciences Programme (NASSP) is part of

this. Third, the NRF, SAAO, SALT raise

our standing amongst research peers in

global Astronomy community. At the

level of popularizing science amongst

the youth, a scoop for South Africa and

Space politics in
South Africa
Keith Gottschalk

University of the 
Western Cape

History
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History
Africa is that the International

Astronomical Union has awarded us the

Office for Astronomy Development.

The Golden Age of Space
Diplomacy in Africa

A whole series of initiatives are now

building the foundations for future

development. The ambitious continental

Regional Satellite Communications

Organization, RASCOM, founded

in1993, has slowly built up a growing

number of users as a consortium to

operate a communication satellite in

GSO and rent out its transponders. This

is Africa’s first multilateral space

institution on a continental scale, and

after eighteen years of ups and downs,

gives its members experience in the

esentials of space cooperation.

Nigeria became the first African country

to found a national space agency in

1998, the National Space Research and

Development Agency, NASRDA. Next

was the Agence Spatiale Algérienne

(Algerian Space Agency), ASAL, in 2002,

and third our South African National

Space Agency SANSA in 2010.  There

are also at least a score of national

remote sending centres and agencies, of

which the biggest may be Egypt’s

NARSS: National Authority for Remote

Sensing and Space Science.

The African Union founded the African

Ministers’ Conference on S &T in 2003

(AMCOST) which identified space

science as a priority cluster for

development.  With help from UNESCO

there are regular meetings of the

African Leadership Conference on Space

Science and Terchnology for Sustainable

Development (ALC). The meetings so far

are Abuja in 2005;

Tshwane in 2007; Algiers in 2009 and

Nairobi in 2011.

From South Africa’s perspective the

African Resources Management

Constellation MoU signed in 2009

(ARMC) is the most nuts and bolts

achievement, under which Algeria,

Nigeria, and South Africa pledge to

share their archival imagery from their

microsats. Kenya will join this to pool

imagery that it has access to.  This

partnership will enable the space

professionals of these countries to tackle

the issues of inter-operability, and

multilateral cooperation. Future African

space cooperation is most likely to

continue to grow organically, in

incremental style decade by decade.

The Politics of Assured Access 
to Space

The MTCR and ITAR have been huge

barriers to international space

cooperation between developing

countries.  Notwithstanding this, the

colossal budgets to R&D & manufacture

space launch vehicles make

international partnerships & space

diplomacy more vital than ever in future.

To lower the costs of assured access to

space by two orders of magnitude

requires RLVs. Here, the immense

technology challenges and budgets

make the African Union, IBSA, and

similar diplomatic frameworks essential

to remove obstacles to parastatal and

corporate consortiums. 

Conclusions

SANSA will take the lead of South

African space projects, but we continue

to need non-profit space support

associations for advice & lobbying.

NGOs have freedom of speech and

manoeuvre that are not constrained by

the protocols of the civil service or

political office. Here, Astronomy’s

Charles affair of 2009-10 alerts us to

pitfalls to avoid. Political party rivalry in

Parliament also has both pluses and

minuses that have to be navigated.

In the long-term, space

commercialization and industrialization

means our corporate sector will again

grow as an important space lobby.

Currently this focuses around comsats.

Marcom faces a huge challenge to raise

capital for its proposed space launcher

Cheetah, a LOX-liquid methane ELV. We

all wish it well!
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With its establishment and its
inaugural conference in 2010,
the South Africa Space
Association (SASA) is offering
space professionals in South
Africa the opportunity to
contribute to the South African
space sector and its future
development. One opportunity
to contribute in this area is via
the establishment of a Space Law
and Space Policy sub-committee
in SASA complementary to the
existing committee structures.

The Space Law and Space Policy sub-

committee will contribute towards

development in the following areas:

• Academic analysis and offering of

courses on Space Law and Space

Policy is under-developed in South

Africa.

• The development of the South

African space industry requires

greater understanding of the policy

and legal dynamics of this

development.

• South Africa’s increased participation

in multi and bilateral fora on

international space-related policy

and legal issues requires not only a

greater understanding of these

matters, but also proper preparation

and the opportunity to contribute to

the global innovations of space-

related norms and International

Space Law.

• South Africa hosts the International

Astronomical Association’s (IAA)

international congress in October

2011. The sub-committee on Space

Policy and Space Law within SASA

will echo similar structures in the IAA

and its conference programme. In

this way, SASA will be able to

measure up to similar international

organisations.

Concluding remarks

The sub-committee will not only signal

one of the initial developments within

SASA as an organisation, but may also

attract professionals in the fields of

Space Law and Space Policy. 

If you would like to participate in the SASA Space Law and Space Policy sub-

committe please email lawandpolicy@spacesa.org

Space Law and Space
Policy sub-committee
for SASA

Jo-Ansie van Wyk 

SASA sub-committee
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